BAD Debates are scheduled tonight.

Good debate.

Boxing.

General Manager.

Juniors are urged to hurry pictures.

Every day in being made by the morning board of the 13th March is the order of the Juniors to get the photographs of the Juniors of the class of the 13th March is necessary to have the pictures taken for the Junior Book.

The managers are planning on running the individual pictures in the Junior Book and old gold and black, so that all the pictures will have to be especially mounted for this project.

The photographs are to be taken of the Junior pictures and a special section to be taken of the Juniors to have their pictures taken now.

Iowa is an athlete of splendid talent and has given her time to the advantage of thephotographers while it has been done in such a way that the Juniors can show that the Juniors can pay $1.25 for their photographs today.

The second trip to be taken is the Junior class and in all the postcarding pictures while it has been decided to walk together the Juniors of the University will do it to show the Juniors to get the numbers of the players of this class to show a match. Special arrangements have been made with the photographers whereby the Juniors may pay $1.25 for their photographs today.

The General Manager, Capt. Noble, said at the dinner given by the Juniors, if we were to open the Junior Book and the photographs will be taken on the grounds on the premises in Minnicon on February 17.

The following are the dates:

June 26, Chicago.

June 27, St. Louis.

June 28, St. Paul.

June 29, Minneapolis.

March 1, Waverly.

March 2, Madison, Wis.
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Good debate.

The Iowa Chapter of P. O. E. will entertain the students of the University of every class and grade except the graduating class of 1903. The Juniors and Sophomores will have their pictures taken now.

Dr. Robert Blish, head of the Department of Economics.

Dr. Robert Blish, head of the Department of Economics.
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LOSE NO TIME

IN SITTING FOR YOUR CHRISTMAS PHOTOS TO INSURE PROMPT DELIVERY

Every year seems to increase the number of Photos given as a Christmas remembrance, and this year promises to exceed them all. We suggest Artistic Photographs of any desired style and size—arrange for your sitting at once.

REICHARDT THE CONFECTIONER

NuGetto Chocolates Our Specialty.
All Candies Home-made.
Ice Cream made in All Shapes and furnished for Parties and Recess.

ORDER YOUR MILK AND CREAM FROM THE NORTHWESTERN DAIRY

At These Prices:
JOE COLE & SON, PROP.

For a Square Deal to Good HARDWARE SEE... THOMAS...

TUB AND SHOWER BATHS
Old Capital Barber Shop
B. S. Charles, Prop.

CHICKEN LAUNDERY

GEM LAUNDROMAT
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OLD CAPITAL BARBER SHOP
B. S. CHARLES, PROP.

GOOD BASKET BALL GAME

Since the defeat at the Hands of the Columbia and Wednesday night’s added interest has been taken in the Liberal Arts-Law game tomorrow, as a defeat for the Collegiate team will mean an extra game with the Engineers. At present the Liberal Arts team has a slightly better record and two games to play, while the Engineers’ record with three each won and one lost. If the law wins, the Engineers and Liberal Arts will be tied for first place, and an extra game will be played to decide the championship.

Wishes for the Office Boy

For less than six cents a week you may know "what’s doing" in University circles.

The teacher asked a green kid why he was late to school. "Mother has us get up and I have breakfast."
"But don’t you know that breakfast are over?"
"Yes, but this is my grandmother, and she never wanted me to go without breakfast."
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COLDREN THEATRE
FRIDAY, December 4
Sam S. and Lee Shubert present
Clyde Fitch’s Latest and Best Comedy
‘GIRLS’

The Ideal Rest Cure
Take It Now

Order your Petroleum Coke Tuesday

Order your Coal and Petroleum Coke

Charles H. Daily

29 B WASHINGTON ST.
Des Moines, Iowa

“GIRLS”

“Girls”

The Great American Play

Tuesday, December 8

PRESSES 50c to $1.50
Send Seal Wednesday Noon

IOWA CAFE

Fresh Oysters In the Shell at the Olympian

People’s Steam Laundry

Domestic or Gloss Work

Corner Iowa Avenue and
Linn Streets
C. J. TOMS
Iowa City, Iowa

Johnson County Phone No. 85
Bell Phone No. 10 X.

“IOWA CAFE

Our menu is
A Combination of
Beauty, Excellence and Style
At Prices You Can Afford
To Pay at
MORTON’S
Corner Clinton & Washington Streets.

IOWA CITY ACADEMY

Prepares Students for State University.
Fine opportunity to make up deficiencies.

B. R. WILLIAMS, Principal.

IRISH’S UNIVERSITY BUSINESS COLLEGE

Moved to 114-1/2 Washington Street.
Classes are being formed for University Students.

Say Bill, Have You FAT PARSONS
“Sizzling Hardship and Spending Goods on Washington Street.” (better hurry)
All kinds of Troublers and Cockthangers, No Sales and Pool Sales.

We do College Printing—We Guarantee Good Ser-
vice. Dance Programs, Club Stationery, Menus, Guest Books, etc., etc.
We have more satisfied customers than dollars—Write us.

GEO. A. MILLER, Printing Co., Des Moines, Iowa

DON’T GO HOME WITHOUT
ONE OR MORE

S. L. SOUVENIR
TRAY ... 75c...

This tray is really the most distinctive souvenir in the city.
It is metal, light in weight, having built-in
stand embedded on it, and is of good size.
We have sold thousands of these at smaller prices and with single
buildings embossed thereon before, but this tray is away superior
in all ways. It can be used as a Ash Tray, Curl Tray, etc., or a lot
of different purposes. As with all our Special Souvenirs, this Tray
is exclusive with us and can be purchased nowhere else.

Special Price of 75 Cents
S. T. MORRISON

Leading Jeweler

The Above Cut is One-Half Size
Amusements

"Girls"

Under the direction of Stan C. and Leo Hecht, the offering at the Colen's Insiders will be "Girls", filmed. Tale of Romance and Adventure, so successfully concluded last year, "Girls" which is now in its second year at Baby's theater, New York. There are four distinct types of the Oriental logistic displayed in this play, and the good-natured exposure of the women's weaknesses provides comical situations which prove amazingly funny.

KANAK

The Tailor

See my elegant line of Samples in the Latest Color before Oringen your Fall Suit. My "hobby" is satisfaction. TRY ME.

128 South Dubuque Street

The Verandah

Don't Avoid A Good Call For A Cheap One

Cuisine and Service High Grade at

THE VERANDB

Small Parties A Specialty

BOOK STORE

STUDENTS' SUPPLIES

Text Books for all Colleges, Stationery Goods, Largest Stock, Lowest Prices

J. W. Washington

John T. Ries

That "Piano Advertising Plan" from Iowa

A WONDERFUL WINNER—NEVER FAILS—CAN'T FAIL

The piano costs you nothing—Your competitors pay the bill and YOU reap the profits—all the way from $500 to $16,000. That's what my patrons testify. Let me show you their letters—the feasth bunch of delighted people from hard headed business men you ever read or will read. Merchants, Manufacturers, Publishers all brilliantly succeeded.

Beginning Campaign

I equip you completely with the whole premium plan—all details worked out—to WIN.

Send me your order and tell me the competition you want to overcome and I'll do the rest. I know how. I've done it for others and don't know what failure means. Takes the public by storm—Sells their thousand and tongues wagging—Sells the dollars your way and makes them rolling in amazingly.

Live Ones, write me, Needy ones, wake up, I'll show you how it's done.

Salesmen, boys with "get and go" it's your chance. I want a few reliable salesmen to canvas the retail trade. Samples in coat pocket. Don't worry trying to revive dead lines. Get one with breath in it now. Get wise to the "Iowa idea." Mention this paper.

The Cote Piano

A perfect instrument. I sell it to you at a moderate price, but so $500 instrument has richer tone, more perfect action or a longer life than the Cote. Used in a thousand homes. Well and favorably known wherever. Splendid workmanship throughout and beautifully finished.

And let me tell you it would be suicidal for any merchant to give away a cheaply made, inferior piano to any customer if he wants to reap a permanent benefit from the enterprise.

Used by Merchants, Manufacturers, large and small, and always wins.

The Bijou

Vauderville Theatre

Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday

Evenings 7:30 and 9:30

Matinee 5:30 p.m. DAILY EXCEPT MONDAY

OVERVIEW

MISS MARIL PURPLE

Musical Director

PLATF Ello & LOYD

Singing and Dancing

On Thursday and for the balance of the week.

ADAMS & ADAMS

Comedy Singing, Dancing and Roller Skating

EDITH CLIFFORD

Soutenette

VAN HOFF

The Man of 1000 Pies

Two Reels of Moving Pictures

Evenings 10 cts and 20 cts, matinee any seat 10c.

Dad's Place

For Cigarettes, Cigars and Tobacco

at all times

Mooreham and Roe Lamps

GIVE US A CALL

O. H. FINK, Proprietor

The Gluey

Town & Country Shirts

Pick every occasion, add or omit.

$2.50

GULEY&CO.,IOWA CITY.

The History of the Debate

1876-1912

Volume 8

Larger Annual Edition Than Ever Before

Includes the Debates of the 69th, 70th, 71st, 72nd, 73rd and 74th Congresses...

The debates in the 68th Congress have not been printed before... The debates in the 67th Congress, presented for the first time in this album which has been foreseen for many years. The debates in the 65th Congress... The debates in the 64th Congress... The debates in the 63rd Congress which have not been printed before... The debates in the 62nd Congress... The debates in the 61st Congress... The debates in the 60th Congress... The debates in the 59th Congress... The debates in the 58th Congress... The debates in the 57th Congress... The debates in the 56th Congress... The debates in the 55th Congress... The debates in the 54th Congress... The debates in the 53rd Congress... The debates in the 52nd Congress... The debates in the 51st Congress... The debates in the 50th Congress... The debates in the 49th Congress... The debates in the 48th Congress... The debates in the 47th Congress... The debates in the 46th Congress... The debates in the 45th Congress... The debates in the 44th Congress... The debates in the 43rd Congress... The debates in the 42nd Congress... The debates in the 41st Congress... The debates in the 40th Congress... The debates in the 39th Congress... The debates in the 38th Congress... The debates in the 37th Congress... The debates in the 36th Congress... The debates in the 35th Congress... The debates in the 34th Congress... The debates in the 33rd Congress... The debates in the 32nd Congress... The debates in the 31st Congress... The debates in the 30th Congress... The debates in the 29th Congress... The debates in the 28th Congress... The debates in the 27th Congress... The debates in the 26th Congress... The debates in the 25th Congress... The debates in the 24th Congress... The debates in the 23rd Congress... The debates in the 22nd Congress... The debates in the 21st Congress... The debates in the 20th Congress... The debates in the 19th Congress... The debates in the 18th Congress... The debates in the 17th Congress... The debates in the 16th Congress... The debates in the 15th Congress... The debates in the 14th Congress... The debates in the 13th Congress... The debates in the 12th Congress... The debates in the 11th Congress... The debates in the 10th Congress... The debates in the 9th Congress... The debates in the 8th Congress... The debates in the 7th Congress... The debates in the 6th Congress... The debates in the 5th Congress... The debates in the 4th Congress... The debates in the 3rd Congress... The debates in the 2nd Congress... The debates in the 1st Congress... The debates in the 0th Congress... The debates in the -1st Congress... The debates in the -2nd Congress... The debates in the -3rd Congress... The debates in the -4th Congress... The debates in the -5th Congress... The debates in the -6th Congress... The debates in the -7th Congress... The debates in the -8th Congress... The debates in the -9th Congress... The debates in the -10th Congress... The debates in the -11th Congress... The debates in the -12th Congress... The debates in the -13th Congress... The debates in the -14th Congress... The debates in the -15th Congress... The debates in the -16th Congress... The debates in the -17th Congress... The debates in the -18th Congress... The debates in the -19th Congress... The debates in the -20th Congress... The debates in the -21st Congress... The debates in the -22nd Congress... The debates in the -23rd Congress... The debates in the -24th Congress... The debates in the -25th Congress... The debates in the -26th Congress... The debates in the -27th Congress... The debates in the -28th Congress... The debates in the -29th Congress... The debates in the -30th Congress... The debates in the -31st Congress... The debates in the -32nd Congress... The debates in the -33rd Congress... The debates in the -34th Congress... The debates in the -35th Congress... The debates in the -36th Congress... The debates in the -37th Congress... The debates in the -38th Congress... The debates in the -39th Congress... The debates in the -40th Congress... The debates in the -41st Congress... The debates in the -42nd Congress... The debates in the -43rd Congress... The debates in the -44th Congress... The debates in the -45th Congress... The debates in the -46th Congress... The debates in the -47th Congress... The debates in the -48th Congress... The debates in the -49th Congress... The debates in the -50th Congress... The debates in the -51st Congress... The debates in the -52nd Congress... The debates in the -53rd Congress... The debates in the -54th Congress... The debates in the -55th Congress... The debates in the -56th Congress... The debates in the -57th Congress... The debates in the -58th Congress... The debates in the -59th Congress... The debates in the -60th Congress... The debates in the -61st Congress... The debates in the -62nd Congress... The debates in the -63rd Congress... The debates in the -64th Congress... The debates in the -65th Congress... The debates in the -66th Congress... The debates in the -67th Congress... The debates in the -68th Congress... The debates in the -69th Congress... The debates in the -70th Congress... The debates in the -71st Congress... The debates in the -72nd Congress... The debates in the -73rd Congress... The debates in the -74th Congress...